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X-ray diffraction from CuPt-ordered III-V ternary semiconductor alloy films
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A model has been developed to describe x-ray scattering from CuPt-type ordered III-V ternary semiconduc-
tor alloys. The model takes into account the size distribution of the two different laminae-shaped variants, the
random distribution of antiphase domain boundaries in each variant, and the atomic displacements due to the
bond-length difference between the two constitutive binary materials. A synchrotron x-ray source was em-
ployed to measure the weak-ordering reflections from CuPt-ordered Ga0.5In0.5P and Al0.5In0.5As samples. By
comparing the experimental results and the model calculations, structure information, including the average
number of atomic layers in the laminae of each variant, the average antiphase domain size, and the average
order parameter in each variant, were obtained. Results from single-variant films and poorly ordered films are
also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

III-V semiconductor ternary alloysAxB12xC grown on
~001!-oriented substrates are known to exhibit CuPt-B-ty

ordering with one or two ordering variants, i.e., the@ 1̄11#

variant and the@11̄1# variant, depending on the growt
conditions.1–5 The properties of CuPt-ordered III-V alloy
have been extensively studied in the past decade. Many
teresting phenomena, such as band-gap reduction,6 valence-
band splitting,7 optical anisotropy,8 conductivity anisotropy,9

second-harmonic generation10 etc., have been explored b
many investigators. It is also known that two-variant orde
films have very different electronic and optical propert
from those of one-variant ordered films.2,11 These studies
have revealed that the physical properties of the orde
films depend strongly on the structural details of the ma
rial. Extensive transmission electron diffraction~TED! and
microscopy~TEM! studies have successfully depicted mo
of the intrinsic features of the ordered phase, as well as
complex morphologies within the ordered film over a lar
range of length scales.12 However, most of these results re
main qualitative or, even, inferential. Extended x-ra
absorption fine-structure analyses give quantitative inform
tion about the local atomic structure.13,14 These results
indicate that, except for nearest neighbors, which are sub
to a microscopic strain, the virtual-crystal approximation c
be applied to the alloy crystals. Recently, attempts were p
lished to model the electron-diffraction data on a mic
scopic scale by employing rather simplified model structur
the results, while informative from a qualitative point
view, are, nontheless, unsatisfactory quantitatively.15,16

X-ray diffraction has long been used for a quantitati
study of ordering in bulk alloys.17 However, it has not really
been applied to compound semiconductor films except
the recent work of Forrest and co-workers.18,19 This is
mainly because the ordering reflections from the film
weak, and the actual ordered structures are complicated,
0163-1829/2001/63~15!/155310~11!/$20.00 63 1553
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ticularly when two ordering variants coexist. In this pap
we show, by using intense synchrotron x rays and deve
ing a proper structural model that considers both the coex
ence of two ordering variants and their complex interp
with randomly distributed antiphase domain boundari
many interesting diffraction phenenmona can be underst
quantitatively. Effects ofA-C and B-C bond-length differ-
ences on the diffraction profiles are also considered in
model, which, as will be demonstrated in the paper, ha
strong impact on the determination of the order paramet

This paper is organized as follows. After the introductio
results of TED and TEM on the CuPt-orderedAxB12xC ma-
terials will be briefly reviewed in Sec. II. Experimental pro
cedures are given in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, a structural mo
and a kinematical x-ray-diffraction theory are described. T
effects of atomic displacements due to the bond-length
ference betweenA-C andB-C bonds on the diffraction data
are discussed in Sec. V. Results of the synchrotron x-
diffraction from our GaInP2 and AlInAs2 films and their in-
terpretations, are presented in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII, we d
cuss the problems in determining the order parameter f
the ordering reflections. Conclusions of this study are giv
in Sec. VIII.

II. RESULTS FROM TED AND TEM STUDIES

A typical TED pattern from an orderedAxB12xC film
with double variants is shown in Fig. 1. The ordering refle
tions are elongated along directions;10° away from the
@001# direction, forming a characteristicwavy pattern. The
cause of this unusual diffraction phenomenon is believed
be the complex structure of the ordered film, which allo
the two variants to interlock with the antiphase doma
boundaries to form platelike domains slightly inclined wi
respect to the@001# direction.12,20,21In Fig. 2, atomic images
taken from a single-phase, double-variant domain an
single-phase, single-variant domain are shown. In the cas
double variants, a laminar structure with alternating varia
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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along the@001# direction is clearly observed. A detailed d
scription of the laminar structure of the two variants a
their interlock with the antiphase domain boundaries can
found in Ref. 12, and references therein.

III. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND X-RAY DIFFRACTION

Samples studied in this work are nominally Ga0.5In0.5P
grown on GaAs~001! substrates and Al0.5In0.5As grown on
InP~001! substrates by metal-organic chemical vapor dep
tion. The substrates are tilted by about 6° toward either
$111%A or $111%B direction. X-ray diffraction was per-
formed on beamline X14A of the National Synchrotro
Light Source at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, w
an energy of 8.0478 keV. A Si~111! monocromator se
slightly away from the Bragg position, and a pulse heig
analyzer, were used to remove the higher-order harmo
(ln5l/n). This consideration is particularly important fo
our experiments because the second-order harmonic w
appear exactly at the positions where the ordering reflec
would occur@although, in principle, there is no Si~222! re-
flection, a weak one can be actually measured due to a lo
inversion symmetry of the binding electrons#. A proportional
counter was used to record the diffracted x rays. A non
planar diffraction geometry~i.e., the plane of diffraction de
fined by the incident and the diffracted beams is not perp

FIG. 1. A typical@110#-zone TED pattern taken from a CuPt-B
type ordered III-V semiconductor alloy. In addition to the fund
mental reflection spots, tilted and streaky ordering reflection sp
are also seen at (h/2,k/2,l /2) positions.

FIG. 2. High-resolution images taken from~a! a double-variant
domain and~b! a single-variant ordered domain, by TEM.
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dicular to the sample surface! was introduced in our
experiments by using thex angle on a standard four-circl
diffractometer, so that the reflections, such as (11̄1) and
(3̄/2 3/2 3/2), which are usually not accessible in a conv
tional coplanar diffraction geometry, can be reached. T
noncoplanar geometry is schematically shown in Fig. 3. T
incident slits, 0.1~in plane! 30.5 mm2 ~out of plane!, and
the receiving slits, 0.5~in plane! 30.5 mm2 ~out of plane!,
give a resolution of the diffractometer of about 0.006 in d
mensionless reciprocal-lattice units. A post-measuremen
tensity correction, considering the effective size of the fo
print of the incident x-ray beam on the sample surface
necessary if the scan range is large.

IV. STRUCTURAL MODEL AND DIFFRACTION THEORY

The two possible CuPt ordering variants are schematic
shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, respectively. In the text of the
paper, we will call the (1̄11) and (11̄1) variants variants I
and II, respectively. In the diagram of variant I, an antipha

ts

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram showing the diffractometer setup
x-ray measurements.

FIG. 4. Schematic diagrams showing the CuPt-ordered st
ture. ~a! Variant I with an antiphase domain boundary.~b! Variant
II. ~c! and ~d! are laminar structures with alternating variants. T
lamina of variant II has an even~odd! number of group-III atomic
layers in~c! and~d!, respectively. Consequently, the adjoining lam
nae of variant I are in phase and out of phase in~c! and~d!, respec-
tively. The dashed rectangle marks the unit cell used in our mo
0-2
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domain boundary perpendicular to the@ 1̄10# direction is also
shown. Such boundaries will inevitably exist in the film, b
cause the initial occupation of a group-III lattice site by ato
A or B is equally possible, and the growth actually occu
simultaneously everywhere over the substrate surface
Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!, two examples of a laminar structure wit
alternating variants are shown. The difference between F
4~c! and 4~d! lies in the thickness of the variant-II lamina
and the effect this has on the relationship between the ne
boring variant-I laminae. When the two variant I laminae a
separated by a lamina of variant II containing anevennum-
ber of group-III atomic layers@as in Fig. 4~c!#, the variant-I
laminae are in phase with each other. Conversely, if the
tervening variant II lamina is anodd number of group-III
atomic layers in thickness@~e.g., Fig. 4~d!#, the variant-I
laminae will then be out of phase. In a real case, the num
of group-III atomic layers in a lamina of either variant ma
be random.

Based on these considerations, a realistic structural m
must consist of statistically distributed lateral antiphase
mains and a varying phase relationship in the growth dir
tion, as shown in Fig. 5, where the antiphase domains in
two variants are considered to be independent from e
other. The number of atomic layers in each lamina is r
dom.

To describe the diffraction theory in steps, let us fi
neglect the antiphase domain boundaries in the@ 1̄10# direc-
tion, the atomic layers in the@ 1̄10# direction are assumed t
be infinite. The basic structural units that constitute the
dered phase are a layer of group-III atoms and a laye
group-V atoms. In order to obtain a structure of variant I,
have to shift the next group-III atomic layer with respect
the previous one by a vector (2a/2,0,a/2) in the crystallo-
graphic coordinate system. The phase shift in the struc
factor of this layer caused by such an operation is

a5ep i (q11q3), ~1!

where (q1 ,q2 ,q3) are the coordinates of the scattering vec
Q:

Q5
2p

a
~q1 ,q2 ,q3!.

Similarly, the phase shift between the structure factors
neighboring atomic layers in variant II is

FIG. 5. Structural model of a double-variant film containin
randomly distributed antiphase domain boundaries and a ran
number of atomic layers in each lamina. The thick bars repre
the antiphase domain boundaries. Shaded and unshaded lamin
the same variant are out of phase.
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b5ep i (2q11q3). ~2!

Let us assume a vertical sequence ofN pairs of laminae of
variants I and II. Thej th pair of laminae consists ofnA j and
nB j atomic layers of group-III atoms in variants I and I
respectively. These numbers are random. If we denote
structure factors of infinite layers in variants I and II
F0A,B(Q), the structure factor of the whole stack of lamin
is then given by

F~Q!5(
j 51

N FF0A~Q!
anA j21

a21
1F0B~Q!banA j21

bnB j21

b21 G
3~ab! j 21)

k51

j 21

anAk21bnBk21. ~3!

The x-ray intensity scattered by such a structure can thu
written in the form

I ~Q!}^uF~Q!u2&5(
j 51

N K UF0A~Q!
anA j21

a21

1F0B~Q!banA j21
bnB j21

b21 U2L
12 ReF (

j 52

N

(
r 51

j 21

~ab! j 2r K S F0A~Q!
anA j21

a21

1F0B~Q!banA j21
bnB j21

b21 D S F0A~Q!
anAr21

a21

1F0B~Q!banAr21
bnBr21

b21 D *

3)
k5r

j 21

~anAk21bnBk21!L G . ~4!

Here^ & indicates an average over all possibilities ofnA j and
nB j . We denotexa5^anA j&, andxb5^bnB j& and Eq.~4! can
be written as:

I ~Q!}2NH uF0A~Q!u2
12Re~xa!

u12au2
1uF0B~Q!u2

12Re~xb!

u12bu2

2ReS F0A~Q!F0B* ~Q!
12xa*

12a*

12xb*

12b D J
12 ReH FF0A~Q!u2axbS 12xa

12a D 2

1uF0B~Q!u2bxaS 12xb

12b D 2

1@F0A* ~Q!F0B~Q!bxaxb

1F0A~Q!F0B* ~Q!a#
12xa

12a

12xb

12b G xaxb

12xaxb

3S N212
12~xaxb!N21

12xaxb
D J . ~5!

m
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e of
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If we assume that the numbersnA j andnB j follow a Pois-
son distribution with mean valueŝnA j&5na and ^nB j&
5nb , we obtain

xg5e2ng(12g), g5a,b. ~6!

Let us now take into account the lateral antiphase
mains in each lamina. In this case, each lamina contains
ternating segments out of phase with respect to each o
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the lateral
quence of these segments is statistically not correlated to
vertical sequence of the two variants. Then the existenc
the lateral antiphase domains affects only the ter
uF0A(Q)u2, uF0B(Q)u2, andF0A(Q)F0B* (Q) in Eq. ~5!. Now
these terms must be replaced by their averages, taking
account a sequence of randomly distributed lateral segme
If we further assume that the lateral structures of differ
laminae are not correlated, then we simply need to make
following replacements in Eq.~5!:

uF0A~Q!u2→^uF0A~Q!u2&, uF0B~Q!u2→^uF0B~Q!u2&,

F0A~Q!F0B* ~Q!→^F0A~Q!&^F0B~Q!&* . ~7!

The structure factor of thepth lateral segment of a layer i
shifted by a phase factorf with respect to the segmentp
21,

f5ep i (2q11q2)[e22p iq1,

if we assumeq15q2 in the @ 1̄10# scattering plane. The
structure factor of such a sequence of segments is

F0S~Q!5 (
p51

M

F0S
(p)fp21, S5A,B, ~8!

where

F0S
(p)5FcS

f2mp21

f221
)
k51

p21

f2mk, S5A,B ~9!

is the structure factor of thepth segment of variant-I or -II
lamina containingmp unit cells, M is the number of seg
ments in one lamina, andFcS is the structure factor of one
unit cell as defined in Fig. 4. We therefore have

^uF0S~Q!u2&5uFcS~Q!u2F (
p51

M K U f2mp21

f221
U2L

12 ReS (
p52

M

(
k51

p21

fp2kK f2mp21

f221

3S f2mk21

f221
D *

)
r 5k

p21

f2mrL D G , S5A,B.

~10!

After some manipulation, we obtain
15531
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^uF0S~Q!u2&52
uFcS~Q!u2

uf221u2 H M @12Re~x i!#

2ReFf2x i
~12x i!

2

12fx i

3S M212
~fx i!

M2121

fx i21 D G J , ~11!

where

x i5^f2m& ~12!

is the averaged phase shift over all random numbersmp of
the unit cells in a segment. In a similar way, we obtain

^F0S~Q!&5FcS~Q!
12x i

12f2

12~fx i!
M

12fx i
, S5A,B. ~13!

The averaged phase shiftx i can be calculated readily if we
assume that the random numbers ofmp follow a Poisson
distribution with an averagêmp&[m:

x i5e2m(12f2). ~14!

Different configurations of antiphase domain boundaries
now be achieved by different combinations of the parame
na , nb , andm.

V. EFFECT OF THE ATOMIC DISPLACEMENTS

Bulk semiconductor alloysAxB12xC are known to obey
Vegard’s law quite accurately: theoverall lattice constant is
the average of the bulkAC and BC lattice constants,
weighted by mole fraction. If we imagine the alloy to be
virtual crystal ~VC!, in that each atom sits on geometrical
precise zinc-blende lattice sites, then its lattice constant
be expressed as

aABC5xaAC1~12x!aBC .

Indeed, measurements13,14 show that the second-neares
neighbor distances between group-III atoms~or between
group-V atoms! in the lattice are very nearly those
2aABC /A22 expected for such a VC approximation.

In contrast, however, first-nearest-neighbor distances
tween group-III and -V atoms deviate significantly fro
A3aABC/4, expected from the VC approximation. It is alwa
that theA-C ~or B-C) bond length is shorter~or longer! than
the VC bonds. Therefore, one can imagine that, instead
occupying the VC lattice sites, the atoms will sit in positio
slightly deviated from the VC sites, resulting in amicro-
scopic strainin the alloy. Such deviations or microscop
strain have been treated in great detail in the past 20 ye
employing mainly what are known as valence-force-fie
models,22–24 in which the energies of individual bonds an
bond angles are considered to be independent of each o
By minimizing the total energy of the typical tetrahedr
bond structure in diamond-type semiconductors, the ac
bond lengths, or the first-nearest-neighbor distances, and
displacements of the atoms from their VC sites, can be
0-4
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termined. For most of the common semiconductor allo
values of the actual bond lengths in differently ordered str
tures can be widely found in the literature.22,23,25

Now let us discuss the effect of such atomic displa
ments on the x-ray-diffraction intensity. For an ordered cr
tal, the structure factor FcS of a unit cell can be written in a
general form

FcS5(
i

f i~r i!e
2p iQ•(r i1d i), ~15!

where

f i~r i!5 f̄ i1 f ~r i!

is composed of two components, the mean atomic form
tor f̄ i of a disordered crystal at lattice siter i in the VC ap-
proximation, and the deviation of the atomic form fact
from f̄ i at r i due to the atomic ordering,f (r i). d i is the
displacement of the atom atr i . The summation in Eq.~15! is
over all the atomic sitesr i in the unit cell. The exponentia
term in Eq.~15! can be expanded to

e2p iQ•r i~112p iQ•d i!,

assuming thatd i is much smaller than the VC bond lengt
To obtain the x-ray intensity, we have to calculate the av
age ofuFcSu2 over all possiblities of atom arrangements d
to ordering, and all the possibilites of the atomic displa
ments. If we assume that the atomic form factors for
atoms at different lattice sites and the displacements of
atoms at these sites are not correlated, and further ass
that f i(r i) andd i at the same site are independent variab
~note that the displacement of an atom atr i depends mainly
on its first-nearest neighbors, and is rather an intrinsic pr
erty of theABC2-type semiconductor alloys than a result
atomic ordering!, then we have

^uFcSu2&5K (
i

(
j

f i~r i! f j* ~r j !e
2p iQ•(r i1d i)e22p iQ•(r j1d j)L

.K (
i

(
j

f i~r i! f j* ~r j !e
2p iQ•(r i2r j)~112p iQ•d i!

3~122p iQ•d j !L
5(

i
(

j
^ f i~r i!&^ f j~r j !&* e2p iQ•(r i2r j)

3~112p iQ•^d i&!~122p iQ•^d j&!

.(
i

(
j

^ f i~r i!&

3^ f j~r j !&* e2p iQ(r i1^d i&)e22p iQ(r j1^d j&). ~16!

Therefore, the effect of the ordering and atomic displa
ments on the x-ray scattering can be taken into accoun
replacing the atomic form factors and the atom displa
ments in Eq.~15! by their averages.
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Now Eq. ~15! can be rewritten as

FcS5(
i

^ f i~r i!&e
2p iQ•(r i1^d i&). ~17!

It can also be written in the form

FcS5(
i

$ f̄ i1^ f ~r i!&12p iQ•^d i&@ f̄ i1^ f ~r i!&#%e2p iQ•r i

5F01Fs1Fd , ~18!

where

F05(
i

f̄ ie
2p iQ•r i, ~19!

Fs5(
i

^ f ~r i !&e
2p iQ•r i, ~20!

Fd52p i(
i

Q•^d i&@ f̄ i1^ f ~r i!&#e2p iQ•r i ~21!

are the contributions to the total structure factor from a p
fect VC, from atomic ordering and from atomic displac
ments, respectively. The x-ray intensity is calculated by

uFcSu25~F01Fs1Fd!~F0* 1Fs* 1Fd* !

5F0F0* 1FsFs* 12 Re~F0Fs* !12 Re~FdF0* !

12 Re~FdFs* !1FdFd* . ~22!

The first term in Eq.~22! gives the fundamental reflections
The second term is caused by the atomic ordering. The t
term is zero because( i f (r i)50. The fourth and fifth terms
result in diffuse intensities around the fundamental and
dering reflections, respectively. The last term, though mu
weaker than the other terms, represents the contribu
purely due to the atomic displacements. In our case, bec
the displacements are also ordered, as we will show in
following discussion, the atomic displacements bring in
additional modulation to the ordering reflections. Therefo
the intensity of an ordering reflection from a single varia
domain is

I order}uFsu212 Re~FdFs* !1uFdu2. ~23!

In addition to the bond-length-difference-induced perman
atom displacements, the thermal vibration of the ato
causes a random displacement. The effect of this ther
vibration on the x-ray structure factor is considered v
Debye-Waller factors. In this paper, the Debye-Waller fa
tors were calculated from the estimated Deb
temperatures,26,27 using the Debye model, resulting in BInP
50.2799, BGaP50.3001,BInAs50.206, and BAlAs50.283.

Before calculating the average atomic form factor and
average atom displacements, let us introduce the w
accepted Bragg-Williams long-range order parameters.17 If
we definegA(gB) andvA(vB) as the fraction ofA sites (B
sites! occupied by the right and wrong atoms, respective
we then have
0-5
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s5gA1gB215gA2vB5gB2vA . ~24!

For simplicity, here we will discuss only the case in whi
the mole fractions ofA andB atoms in the alloy are equa
Our results, however, can easily be extended to the gen
case whereA and B atoms have different mole fractions
Bearing this in mind, the possibilities of finding the right an
wrong atoms at group-III lattice sites arePh5gh /(gh
1vh) and 12Ph , respectively, whereh5A,B. Therefore,
the average atomic form factors forA andB sites are

f̄ ~A!5
1

2
~ f A1 f B!1

s

2
~ f A2 f B!,

f̄ ~B!5
1

2
~ f A1 f B!1

s

2
~ f B2 f A!. ~25!

The calculation of the average atomic displacement
more complicated. In anAxB12xC alloy, VFF model calcu-
lation indicates that mainly the group-V atoms have be
displaced to accommodate the bond-length difference.
disordered phase, the group-III atomsA andB are randomly
distributed, so that the average atom displacement for e
lattice site is zero. IfA andB atoms form CuPt-type ordering
however, they will prefer to reside on alternating (11̄1) or
(11̄1) lattice planes. Consequently, the displacements of
atomsC form a periodic pattern, they move closer to eith
the A-rich lattice plane or theB-rich lattice plane depending
on which of theA-C and B-C bonds is shorter, as show
schematically in Fig. 6~a!. In this way, we can sort the atom
C into two types, type 1 and type 2, as indicated in Figs. 6~a!.
For each tetrahedral structure with an atomC sitting in the
center, there are 16 possibilities to displace this atom
pending on the occupation of the four atomsA andB bond-
ing directly to it @Fig. 6~b!#. Considering all these 16 differ
ent atom arrangements and their possibilities, we fina
obtain the magnitude of the average displacements of typ
and -2 latticeC planes as

FIG. 6. ~a! Schematic diagrams of the ordered (11̄1) lattice
planes considering the atomic displacements due to the bond-le
difference betweenA-C and B-C in an A0.5B0.5C alloy. The C
lattice planes have been sorted into two types,C1 andC2, based on
their displacements due to the bond-length difference betweenA-C
andB-C. ~b! The tetrahedron bonding in a diamond-type structu
Distributions ofA and B atoms on the four bonding positions d
pend on the ordering of the alloy.
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where t51 and 2, corresponding to the variants I and
respectively,dt and ds are parameters determined from
separate VFF model calculation. For different materials, th
have different values. The direction of the average displa
ments are perpendicular to the ordered$111% latice planes. In
Sec. VI, we will show how this displacement influences t
diffraction profiles.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present and discuss the experime
results and theoretical fitting results for several Ga0.5In0.5P
and Al0.5In0.5As films, which are quite representative of th
CuPt-type ordered III-V semiconductor alloys. Samp
MA776 and MA912 are Ga0.5In0.5P films grown on GaAs
~001!-6°A substrates. Sample K782 is a Ga0.5In0.5P film
grown on an InP~001!-6°B substrate. Sample R286 is a
Al0.5In0.5As film grown on an exactly oriented InP~001! sub-
strate. Growth conditions of the Ga0.5In0.5P films and the
Al0.5In0.5As film can be found in Refs. 11 and 18, respe
tively. Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of the@110#-zone
reciprocal-lattice plane within which most of the scans in t
work were made. It is well known that a film grown on
substrates miscut toward the~111!-B direction would result
in single variant in the film.1–6 In such a case, only one set o
the ordering reflections were observed by TED. No wavy
tilted ordering peaks were observed in such films. Our x-
measurements on sample K782 indeed confirm that only
variant appears in this film grown on a 6°B substrate. The
measured reciprocal area map of this sample aro
(3̄/2,3/2,5/2) ordering reflection is shown in Fig. 8~a!. The
intensities of the fundamental reflections and their tails in
measured area have been subtracted from the map in ord
highlight the rather weak ordering peak. This procedure
been performed on all the data discussed below. The pea
Fig. 8~a! does indeed look close to a circle as already notic
by TED observations. Figure 8~b! is the calculated
(3̄/2,3/2,5/2) reflection. Figure 8~c! shows the cross sectio

gth

.

FIG. 7. The reciprocal-space area within which most of the
perimental measurements were made in this work.
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at Qi@001#52.5. The best agreement between the calcula
and measured data was achieved by using a domain siz
about 500 crystallographic unit cells. Here it is worth poin
ing out that the intensities of the ordering reflections ha
been modulated by the effect of atomic displacements
discussed in Sec. V. As an example, Fig. 9 shows the ca
lated x-ray radial scans from reciprocal lattice points (11̄1)
to (3̄33) for a perfectly ordered large single-variant doma
The central peak in each panel is the fundamental (22̄2)
reflection. Figure 9~a! is the result without taking into ac
count the atomic displacements. Naturally, the (3/̄2,3/2,3/2)
reflection is stronger than the higher-order (5/̄2,5/2,5/2) re-
flection, as the atomic form factor decreases with increas
scattering vector. In Fig. 9~b!, scattering due to the atomi
displacements is shown, which gives a modulation to
above profile. In Fig. 9~c!, the total intensity profile consid
ering the atom displacements is shown. The (5/̄2,5/2,5/2)
reflection here is considerably stronger than the (3/̄2,3/2,3/2)
reflection.

Figure 10~a! is an experimental x-ray area scan in rec
rocal space taken from sample MA776 around the orde
reflections (7̄/2,7/2,5/2) and (7̄/2,7/2,7/2). It is clear that
both ordering peaks are inclined away from the@001# direc-
tion by an angle of about 10°. This feature is quite similar
the typical TED data shown in Fig. 1. It is easy to recogn
that the (7̄/2,7/2,7/2) and (7̄/2,7/2,5/2) reflections are contr
butions of the ordering variants I and II, respectively. W
also note that the reflection (7/̄2,7/2,7/2) is much stronge
than the reflection (7̄/2,7/2,5/2). However, we must not con
clude from this feature that the fraction of the variant I in th
sample is larger than that of the variant II. Figure 10~b! gives
the calculated intensity distribution by using Eq.~5!. The
parameters used for the calculation are listed in Table I. B
maps agree qualitatively quite well but for a detailed co

FIG. 8. X-ray reciprocal-space area maps taken from a sin
variant film:~a! experimental,~b! calculated, and~c! cross-sectional
line scans atQi@001#52.5.
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FIG. 9. Calculated x-ray line scans from reciprocal-space lat

points (1̄11) to (3̄33). ~a! Without taking into account the atomi
displacements.~b! Modulation caused by atomic displacements.~c!
Results of~a!1~b!.

FIG. 10. X-ray reciprocal space area scans of sample MA7

~a! experiment;~b! calculation. The peaks centered at (7/̄2,7/2,7/2)

and (7̄/2,7/2,5/2) are attributed to variants I and II, respectively
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parison of the calculation and the experiment, area maps
not suitable. In Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!, two cross sections a
Qi@001#52.5 and 3.5 are shown. We see that the the
yields a quite good fit to the experimental data. In Fig. 12
fit, using the same parameters, to a line scan from recipr
lattice point (1̄13) to (3̄35) is shown, and the agreement
also good increasing our confidence in the model.

Figure 13~a! shows the experimental area map taki
from sample MA912. Figure 13~b! is the calculated one us
ing Eq. ~5!. The structural parameters used for this calcu
tion are listed in Table I. To view quantitatively the fittin
results, several line scans along either@ 1̄11# or @11̄1# direc-
tions are shown in Fig. 14, namely, scans from the recipro
lattice point (1̄11) to (3̄33), ~002! to (2̄20), (1̄13) to (3̄31),
and ~002! to (2̄24). Good agreement has been obtained
tween the several experimental and simulated curves.

From the calculations, we note that the widths of the
dering reflections are determined by the combination of
eral antiphase domain size and the laminar thicknesses,
the overall configuration of the antiphase domain boundar
This is also true for the tilt angle of the ordering reflection
To show this point more clearly, a series of calculated a
scans using a Ga0.5In0.5P film as the model structure ar
shown in Figs. 15 and 16. By varying the average thi
nesses of the laminae of the two variants and the lat
domain size, we are able to obtain quite different diffracti
patterns. From Fig. 15, we notice that when the antiph
domains are very small in size, each ordering reflection
split into two. The smaller the antiphase domains, the gre
the separation of the two split maxima are located. In fa
such splittings of ordering reflections and shifts of intens
maxima have been observed by TED on poorly orde

FIG. 11. Cross-sectional line scans through the peak maxim
Fig. 10 at~a! Qi@001#52.5 and~b! Qi@001#53.5.

TABLE I. The parameters used to fit the measured data
samples MA776, MA912, and R286.^na&, ^nb&, and ^m& are the
average number of group-III atomic layers in the laminae of va
ants I and II, and the average antiphase domain size.^s1& and^s2&
are the average order parameters of variants I and II, respectiv

Sample ^na& ^nb& ^m& ^s1& ^s2&

MA776 7 8 60 0.3560.05 0.4560.05
MA912 12 12 140 0.5010.05 0.5010.05
R286 4 4 ; 0.30a60.05 0.30a60.05

aFor ordered domains only.
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films12 ~the TED pattern in Fig. 1 is an example of such
case!. It is also clear that when the antiphase domains
very large, the ordering reflections become very narrow a
lie almost parallel to the@001# direction. This latter finding is
further confirmed by Fig. 16~d!, which represents an are
scan for a two-variant structure without lateral antiphase
mains but with statistically distributed laminae thickness
In this case, the ordering reflection is elogated simply alo
the @001# direction, but is no longer tilted to form the wav
pattern. Therefore, dense antiphase domain boundaries
responsible for the tilted reflection peaks.

Not all of the films, however, are well ordered, by whic
we mean that the two ordered variants are complementar
the film. Some films grown under certain conditions may n
be well ordered, in which ordered domains are embedde
the disordered matrix.15,28In this case, TEM study has show
that the ordered domains have a finite lateral size, but, in
@001# direction, the ordering develops quite well. Overa
these ordered domains are characterized by a colum
structure.15 Based on the theory first developed by Greenh

in

FIG. 12. X-ray line scans from reciprocal-lattice poin

(1̄13) –(3̄35). The solid dots and the line are measured and ca
lated results, respectively.

FIG. 13. X-ray reciprocal-space area scans of sample MA9

~a! experiment;~b! calculation. The peaks centered at (5/̄2,5/2,5/2)

and (3̄/2,3/2,5/2) are attributed to variants I and II, respectively
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and Kidron,29 in which the interference between the scatt
ing from different ordered domains is neglected, we can c
culate the x-ray scattering intensity from a columnar str
ture by keeping the same vertical structural model, as
used above for the well ordered materials. Figure 17~a! is a
reciprocal-space area scan taken from sample R286.
sample was shown to exhibit short-range order from our e
lier work.18 The general feature of this figure, particularly th
inclination of the streaks passing through the (h̄/2,k/2,l /2)
positions, is quite similar to that of the well-ordered mate
als. The elongated streaks are clear indications of smal
dering domains in the film. An interesting feature here is
presence of streaks parallel to the@001# direction, running
between the ordering reflections.@The ridge of intensity be-
tween (3̄31) and (1̄13) is due to the high density of plane
stacking faults. See Ref. 18 for details.# Figure 17~b! is the
calculated area map using the columnar structure model
the parameters listed in Table I. It fits qualitatively quite w
to Fig. 17~a!, considering the shape and tilt of the orderi
reflections, as well as the@001# streaks between them. I
fact, the quantative fit is also good if we show cross-sectio
line scans running through the ordering peaks~Fig. 18!. We
see from Fig. 18 that both the line shape and intensity of
calculated curves are in good agreement with their exp

FIG. 14. X-ray line scans from one reciprocal-lattice point

another.~a! From (1̄11) to (3̄33). ~b! From ~002! to (2̄24). ~c!

From (1̄13) to (3̄31). ~d! From ~002! to (2̄20). Solid dots and lines
are measured and calculated data, respectively.
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FIG. 15. A series of calculated area scans for an orde
Ga0.5In0.5P model structure with the parameters^na&5^nb&58 and
~a! ^m&55, ~b! ^m&510, ~c! ^m&520; ~d! ^m&540, ~e! ^m&560,
and ~f! ^m&5200.

FIG. 16. Calculated area scans for an ordered Ga0.5In0.5P model
structure with the structural parameters^m&520 and ~a! ^na&
5^nb&512, ~b! ^na&5^nb&58, and~c! ^na&5^nb&54. ~d! is cal-
culated by usinĝna&5^nb&58, and assuming that the film is fre
of lateral anti-phase-domain boundaries.
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mental counterparts. Note that no antiphase domain bou
aries were considered in the columnar model. This imp
that antiphase domain boundaries are not necessary to c
the wavy diffraction pattern for the poorly ordered films. T
same conclusion was also reached by Yanget al. in a recent
work.15 The stronger (5̄/2,5/2,5/2) reflection in compariso
with the (3̄/2,3/2,3/2) reflection is again due to the atom
displacements.

VII. ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE
ORDER PARAMETER

Conventionally, the order parameter is determined
comparing the intensities of the ordering and fundame
reflections weighted by their structure factors.17–19 Even
without considering the structural details of the ordered m
terial, this method has already encountered several diffi
ties when applied to the CuPt-type ordered thin films. F
example, a precise determination of the intensity of a fu
mental reflection is often difficult. This is because the film
usually lattice matched to the substrate material, and the
flections from the substrate and film overlap one anoth
However, many researchers, including us, have used
method in earlier studies.30,31 There is no doubt that this
method will produce correct values for good single cryst
of a pure variant if the intensity of the fundamental refle
tions can be determined correctly.

However, as we have discussed in previous sections,
intensity of the ordering reflection is not only a function
the order parameter, but is also modulated by the ato
displacements. The almost inevitable presence of antiph

FIG. 17. X-ray reciprocal-space area scans of sample R286~a!
Experimental.~b! Calculated by using a columnar structural mod

FIG. 18. Cross-sectional line scans through the reciprocal-la

points (3̄/2,3/2,3/2) and (5̄/2,5/2,5/2) in Fig. 17. Solid dots an
lines are measured and calculated data, respectively.
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domains in the ordered phase leads to an additional ph
factor in the structure factor calculation, which may aga
have significant impact on the intensity of the ordering
flections. In order to determine the order parameter correc
all these factors need to be considered. The best way to
this, therefore, is to fit the experimental x-ray profiles usin
model which takes into account all these factors. Figure
shows, as an example, detailed theoretical fittings to the m
sured x-ray intensity profiles for sample MA776. The calc
lated curves here are normalized with respect to the inten
of the corresponding ordering peak. It is seen that the bes
was obtained with the average order parameters of 0
60.05 for variant I and 0.4560.05 for variant II. We also
note that the calculated and measured curves deviate co
erably at the tails of the fundamental reflections. We belie
this is caused by the fact that the actual structure of the
is more complicated than our model, which permits us
include static displacement diffuse scattering near the fun
mental peaks~Huang scattering!. In addition, the actual film
may contain defects such as diffuse antiphase dom
boundaries,12 stacking faults,18 alloy clustering15,32 etc. The
interface of the neighboring laminae of the two variants m
also not be as abrupt as we considered in our model.
worth pointing out that the order parameter of sam
MA776, determined from a direct comparison of the inten
ties of the (1̄/2,1/2,3/2) ordering reflection and the~004!
fundamental reflection using the methods discussed in R
30, is about 0.06 for both variants, taking the volume fra
tions of the two variants determined in Sec. VI.

Finally, we note that the precise determination of the
der parameter for the complex ordered film by diffracti
methods is still a challenge. Our model assumes that
laminar structure runs uniformly across the wafer, and
number of atomic layers in a single lamina follows a certa
distribution. Such assumptions may not be always true. E
tron diffraction may indeed be better in determing the lo
order parameter if one can focus the electron beam on
single-phase, single-variant domain, and use kinem
theory ~always a problem with TED!.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of a theory of kinematic diffraction and
structure model of CuPt-type ordering in III-V compoun

.

e

FIG. 19. Theoretical simulations of two line scans of sam

MA776 from reciprocal-lattice points (33̄3) to (4̄44) and (3̄35) to

(4̄44) across the ordering reflections of variants I and II, resp
tively. The best fits were obtained by using an order paramete
0.3560.05 for variant I and an order parameter of 0.4560.05 for
variant II.
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semiconductors, considering the laminae structure of two
ternating variants and the random distribution of antiph
domain boundaries in each variant, we have calculated
reciprocal-space distribution of the x-ray intensities scatte
from CuPt-type orderedAxB12xC materials. Atomic dis-
placements due to the bond-length difference betweenA-C
and B-C were also considered in our model. We find th
since atomic displacements are associated with atomic or
ing, the average atomic displacements of alternating 111
tice planes are also ordered. This gives an additional mo
lation to the intensity of the ordering reflections. Seve
samples of Ga0.5In0.5P and Al0.5In0.5As have been studied
experimentally employing synchrotron x-ray radiation. B
comparing the experimental and calculated x-ray recipro
area maps, the structural parameters of the films, such a
tt
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mean domain size, the mean thickness of the laminae of b
variants, and the average order parameter have been d
mined.
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